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ISBN 978-1-922611-04-8 | Sept 2021 | 230 × 148mm | PB 224pp | Business/Entrepreneurship

Go Live! 10 principles to launch a global empire
Fred Schebesta
Everyone has a good idea. But it might take 39 bad ones before a good idea takes off.
Fred Schebesta, founder of Finder and serial entrepreneur, knows this because it happened to him.

For the first time, Fred shares the stories, mistakes and insights from his incredible business journey –
some that he’s never shared until now – to inspire you to kickstart your business idea and reach
unimaginable success.

In Go Live!  Fred shares the highs and lows of starting a business and reveals his ten guiding principles to
build a ‘phoenix’ company that leaves behind a legacy. Whether you’ve started several businesses, have
an idea but aren’t sure where to start, or you’re sick and tired of doing the same thing, this book is the
launchpad you need to get fired up and Go Live!

 

ISBN 978-1-922611-06-2 | Sept 2021 | 208 × 138mm | PB 224pp | Property Investing

A Military Guide to Property Investing
Lachlan Vidler and Tori Colls

A 10-step guide to achieving financial freedom through property investing.

Property investing has long been recognised as one of the most successful long-term wealth creation
strategies. With interest rates at all-time lows, it looks set to continue to be so.

his comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide aims to educate everyday people on how they can begin
their own property investment journey with ruthless military precision and efficiency.

Written by two former military professionals, Lachlan Vidler and Tori Colls, A Military Guide to Property
Investing presents the 10-step method they followed to amass an impressive portfolio of properties
while still in their twenties.

 

https://majorstreet.com.au/blogs/meet-our-authors/fred-schebesta
https://majorstreet.com.au/blogs/meet-our-authors/lachlan-vidler-and-tori-colls


Property Fit 
Luke Harris
Get your property portfolio in shape for financial freedom

You don’t start jogging by running a marathon and you don’t begin training by lifting 20kg dumb bells.
There’s a process to getting into shape and achieving peak performance. There are also multiple ways to
keep fit, through a variety of sports or exercise programs. 

Investing in property is the same. You need to start by learning how other people invest – including the
mistakes they make. You have to find a team of experts (your ‘trainers’), do some self-assessment (your
fitness test) and then start to look at how you will achieve your property investing goals.

Property Fit explores all the ways to invest in property to help you find a strategy that will lead to the
ultimate goal of financial freedom.

 

Untangling you: How can I be grateful when I feel so resentful? is the first book of its kind to discuss
gratitude in terms of its conceptual opposite: resentment. Using storytelling, practical strategies, tools
and insights, this life-changing book will show you how to repair difficult relationships, improve your
wellbeing, grow your resilience and ultimately move from resentment towards deep gratitude.  

This thought-provoking book will help you with your relationships and personal growth, whether you are
a parent, partner, adult child, sibling, teacher, leader or coach, or just someone who wants to lead a
happier and more fulfilling life.  

Dr Kerry Howells has presented on the topic of gratitude to audiences around the world as a TEDx
speaker and to the United Nations in New York. 

 

Untangling you 
Dr Kerry Howells

ISBN 9781922611161 | November 2021 | 208 × 138mm | PB 240pp | Property Investing

ISBN 9781922611086 | October 2021 | 208 × 138mm | PB 208 pp | Personal development



There Has To Be More: The Essential Guide to
Personal Growth
Rachel Service

Create a life that truly makes you happy with this essential guide to personal growth.

You may have outgrown a relationship. Your job may no longer excite you. Maybe you look in the mirror
and see someone you don’t want to be anymore. You might be so fed up that you’re ready to throw in
the towel at work or in a friendship or relationship. 

Behind the scenes, thousands of smart, capable, amazing people like you feel the exact same way.
Rachel Service was once one of these people. After a successful career plagued with anxiety, depression
and eventually burn out, she knew there had to be more to life – so she booked a ticket to New York City
to see Beyonce. It wasn’t until she found herself crying through the concert that she realised: she was
the problem. What she didn’t yet know, was that she could also be the answer.

In There Has To Be More, Rachel shares the methods and tools she created to genuinely grow and build a
life that reflects what makes her happy. Since then, she has turned $300 in her bank account into a
million-dollar business, became a CEO, got married and did a TEDx talk in a hot pink suit.

There Has To Be More is a practical guide that walks the reader through the five steps towards personal
growth. Rachel holds your hand along the way, encouraging you to pause and self-assess, then move on
with greater insights and more courage.

If you’re ready to take back control, grow your confidence and assert your boundaries, this book will give
you the tools to make positive change and discover your own definition of success in life and work.

 
ISBN 9781922611109| October 2021 | 208 × 138mm | PB 240pp | Personal development
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